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Introduction

In less than twenty years, approximately one-quarter of the

institutions of,higher education have chosen faculty 6argaining agents to

represent their interests when dealing with their employer. Observers,

such as Crossland (1976), Lieberman (1979) and Jascourt (1981) have

predicted that bargaini0;g will increase in popularity on public campuses

in the coming years. In the private sector, the condition may be

otherwise. The Yeshiva Decision has resulted in many private

institutions delaying further involvement with collective bargaining.

Fiske (1982, p. C,1.) sums up the private sector situation with a quote

from the AAUP's Jordan Kurland, "for the foreseeable future collective

bargaining is going nowhere in the private sector." The popularity of

collective bargaining is greater among community colleges than among

senior institutions. Nearly 64 petcent of the college campuses with

collective bargaining are two year institutions (Academic Collective

Barli--n-ing Information Servies (ACBIS), 1982). There has been

considerable speculation on what this trend means forgligher education,,

and same iesearch has been done on why faculty join unions. In addition,

there has been limited research comparing faculty salary gains at

institutions with and without collective bargaining. But there has been

no syttematic research on whether two year colleges with bargaining

differ fram institutions without bargaining in terms of such vital

institutional characteristics ag financial viability (measured by several

different ratios which will be identified later), size and faculty

salaries.



Approximately 470 two year colleges have same form of faculty

collective bargaining. The majority of the collective bargaining

agreements have been written sincp 1970. A substantial amount of

research has been conducted on the causes for the growth of collective

bargaining in two year institutions and the effects of these agreements

on faculty salaries (Garbarino, 1975; Ladd and Lipset, 1976; and,

Baldridge, 1978). Less effort has been made to determine the effects of

bargaining on institutional viability and the allocation of resources.

These issues are major as of concern as higher education enters the

eighties - a decade that is predicted to be detrimental to the health of

higher education because of declining or stabilized enrollments and

reduced "real" revenues.

Statement of the Problem

As noted, there has been considerable research on the causes of

collective bargaining in higher education, while relatively little

attention has been given to the economic effects of unions 'on (1) an

institution's allocation of resources to instructional costs; (2) the

revenue sources; (3) cost per FTE student; and (4) faculty-student ratio.

Same research, with conflicting results, has been done on the economic

benefits of collective bargaining to faculty. tccording to the

Government EMployee Relations Hoard (1979-n1981), Over 85 percent of

faculty strikes were the result of economic issues. Chamberlain, 1978;

Leslie and Hu, 1977; ahd Caruthers and Clrwig, 1979 speculate that

collective bargaining'forces the institution to divert funds from

educational support piograms or to raise tuition and fees to pay the

higher costs associated with contract settlements. However, their



studies did not collect substantial data to support their speculation.

'Little attention was given to determining haw the institutions adjusted

their revenues and/or expenditures to meet faculty salary demands at both

union and non-union institutions. Nor was any attention directed toward

studying the long-term effects of such budgetary reallocations on the

institution's viability.

Studies in the mid-1970's (Birnbaum, 1974 and 1976; Morgan and

Kearney, 1977; Brown and Scone, 1977; and Leslie and Hu, 1977) have

coMpared salary and compensation indreases between institutions with and

without bargaining and found significant, positive gains by some faculty

unions. However, these findings were not uniform for all higher

education sectors. Birnbaum (1974, 1976) and Leslie and Hu (1977), found

that faculty in two year institutions without collective bargaining fared

as well or better than their colleagues at bargaining sister institutions.

Marshall, 1979; GUthrie-Morse, 1981; and Horn, 1981 in slightly later

studies, found that when local cost of living adjustments are included,

faculty at two year institutions without collective bargaining enjoy

similar or greater average salaries, by as high as eight percent as those

in baigaining institutions. These studies, in general,.have only looked

at the effect of collective bargaining °nave-rage-faculty salary.

Collective bargaining forces the administration to make decisions on

the percent of the budget to be allocAted to faculty salaries at a time

when higher education is beset with a growing number of financial
,

problems. -These problems result fram a leveling cff or decrease in

,"reAl" dollar,appropriations, inflaticn enrollment slowdown or decline,

increased costs associated with a prolonged policy of deferred
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mainterkity.e, and the i .as( Y1 cost f oinplyinq wit n f (.0.1.11 ,Uld ;t ,0 (4

regulations, planning and evaluation progruns. It must he recognized

that tho cost of such compliance not only incltxles the direct costs

associated with the immediate task 1A0 also includes the indirect costs

in the form of planning and acquiring the personnel, equipment, time, ana

materials to perform the tasks.

Minter and Bowen (1982c, p. 8) found that the faculty, along with

such items as maintenance and equipment replacement, have been made to

hear an increasing burden of the institution's financial adjustments.

Faculty, particularly in the public sector, have seen their salaries rise

less rapidly than the admdnistrative and general service staff salaries

while their workload has increased and their working conditions

deteriorated. Fran his studies of institutional viability, using a

series of financial indicators or operating ratios selected from the

HEGIS data hese, Bcwen (1980, PP- 9-10) suggests that reducing the front

line expenditures in favor of behind-the-lines support may he an

itIpbrtant barometer of the health of higher education. In neither the

1980 study or the 1982 reports, were there any, attempt to differentiate

between union and non-union colleges.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine if two year colleges with
w

faculty unions differ from two year colleges without unions in terms of

selected institutional characteristics, including certain operating

ratios, drawn fram the HEGIS data base. The study will:

)r 1. compare the percentage of expenditures allocated to
instructional costs, Including faculty salaries at two year
colleges with faculty collective bargaining and those without

s'N
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rxlapar$1, averag faculty salaries at t..vr, year inst. i tut ions wi t h
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f i iation.
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4. tuiti on and f'.1--! rr.A7(,!n110 / 'total curn-mt fund revenue,-

ri. t appropr iat ions: stab / total. current fund rev, .3nu

6. gov't appropriations: local / total,current fund revenue

7. grants, gifts, contracts, endowment incame / total current fund

8. FTE enrollment / number of faculty

9. faculty salaries / number of faculty

10. instructional cost / E & G expenditures + MT

11. size (kih students)

12. state

revenue

The methodology involved obtaining data on and then 9amparing public

two year colleges to observe the effects of faculty collective hargatning
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full dme faculty, two year campuses of a university, institutions

from states_where all of the two year institutions gave faculty

bargaining units, and institutions who signed theit,initial coilective'

bargaining agreement after 1976.

These exclusions resulted in a final population of 319irublic, two

year colleges, 189 of which had faculty bargainingAnits ahd 13 ich

did not have faculty bargaining. The 319 are located in the 1?....ng

fourteen states:

California , Maryland Oregon
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popilation, as ch the institutions combined apd

(2) institutions dividedaccordj,ng to the presence or absence of faculty

collective bargaining.

Results

A profile of community colleges with collective bargaining and

without collective bargaining was developed following the procedures'

outlined above. The profile of institutions was developed in five areas:

instructional costs, sources of income, Eaculty/ptudent ratio,

expenditures per FTE student, and average faculty salary. Table 1 shows

the percentage of E & C'expenditures for both types of.institutions for
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tit,ions WAT1: fvity bargaining. ,he HEGLS lines that .

the residual sour:es include: government. appropriations -

4yieral, sal, nyvices of educational activities, sales and services

f aNxii iary enterprisg, sales and ser.ices of hospitals, other sources,

and indepenatint opera.ions. The t-testS on all sources of revenue

twen the two types of 1nstituf ions revealed significant differences

for each revenue souto,.

Table 3 summarizes the results of comparing means of institutions

with and withoutfaclilt bargaining with re6ect to faculty-student.

ratios E & G expenditures per FTE student, and average faculty salary.
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gaining and 0.574 for institutions without faculty'

re very well with the NACUBO (1980) and Bowen (1981)

oontain data on instructional costs. The NACUb0 study of

omparative,Financial Statistics Eor capmunity colleges (Cirino and

ckmeyer, 1981) tound the median for instructional expenditures in

1979-80 to be 50.9 percent. Bowen (1.981) used a different formula to

determine teaching expenditures but found a median of 56 percent in

public, two year colleges. The percentage of instructional costs that
4

goes to salaries and benefits itsignificantly higher in institutions.

with Eaculty bargaining. Convei-sely, instituttons withoe faculty
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TABLE 2 PERCENT OF REVENUE FOR TWO YEAR INSTITUTIONS

WITH AND WITHOUY FACULTY COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

TY SOUR& OF REVENUE
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TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF VARIOUS INSTITUTIONAL RATIOS

BY THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF FACULTY

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

institutions

without cB

faculty-student ratio

Institutions

with C B

1:56 1:48.7'

EG expend/FTE $1814 $2019

AVG FACULTY SALARY $16,645 $17,175
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